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Abstract
Due to its inherent characteristics such as ubiquity, personalization, flexibility, and dissemination,
mobile commerce promises business unprecedented market potential, greater productivity and higher
profitability. With this in mind, it is perhaps not surprising that mobile commerce is growing much
faster than its fixed counterpart. Unlike e-commerce, m-commerce is personalized and there is a need
for a novel approach to evaluating risk management in m-commerce projects.
Result in the increase of risks management in m-commerce. Besides the business core activities, the
increased use of derivative products by both financial and non-financial institutions and recent events
or scandals continue to demonstrate the need for enhanced standards and processes of control over
risk.
In this thesis, I attempt to introduce a new method for performing risk analysis studies by effectively
utilizing the existing risk management process framework with adoptions of analysis approach in mcommerce projects. It will provide a sequencing of the core part of the risk management process into
sub-processes for identify context, identify risks, analyse risks, evaluate risks and treat risks in
different respects of m-commerce. Moreover, it seems that the integration of risk management
process and some analysis method indeed provided very useful new insights.
To be able to fulfil the purpose of study, qualitative research method was considered, using an
inductive approach of a single case study of m-commerce project in Trollhättan with m-commerce
related research literature and scenario for development of restaurant in university west as source of
data.
Based on the analysis, a number of observations were put forward in the conclusion. To begin with
the strategy in relation to management structure will be considered. In addition, the role of
information technology security is considered in risk management. Meanwhile, the good governance
and risk management according to m-commerce application in risk management system and
corporate governance are included in the discussion.
In attempt of risk management in the m-commerce projects, this thesis examines the issues in one
case of m-commerce project in Trollhättan not only information secure issues and some technical
viewpoints in m-commerce project but also from the project management’s perspective.
The contribution of the thesis will be introducing a new framework/module for performing a risk
analysis studies in m-commerce projects domain and a proposal for risk management in the mcommerce projects case of Trollhättan.
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1. Introduction
The thesis highlights a process of vital importance in modern society; information is a vital concern
today for highly developed societies. Driven by a widespread understanding of the Internet’s
capabilities, the power of e-commerce, and advances in wireless technologies and devices, mobile
commerce is rapidly approaching the business forefront. According to independent research findings,
m-commerce, which is defined as the commercial transactions conducted through a mobile device
over a wireless telecommunication network in a wireless environment, will soon be a dominant force
in business and society(J.J. Wang 2005) .
The purpose of the first chapter provides the background and an introduction of the selected area.
Firstly, it describes the some information about how the world change to network society and then
risk management are provided and followed by the problem discussion. After that, it deduces the
standpoint down to the research problem and specific research questions. By the end of this chapter,
it lists the outline of the thesis.

1.1.

Background

The world has been in a process of structural transformation for over two decades. As Castells
(2006) argued this process is multidimensional, but it is associated with the emergence of a new
technological paradigm, based in information and communication technologies, that took shape in the
1970s and diffused unevenly around the world. He point out that information and communication
technologies are particularly sensitive to the effects of social uses on technology itself. The history of
the Internet provides ample evidence that the users, particularly the first thousands of users, were, to
a large extent, the producers of the technology.
As Baltzan (2011, P. 5)state that “Today, by simply pushing a button people can find out anything,
from anywhere, at any time. I live in the information age, when infinite quantities of facts are widely
available to anyone who can use a computer.”
Thanks to the convergence of telecommunication and data communication, new work applications
will rely on seamless wireless networking and will thus be inherently mobile. Mobile commerce (mcommerce) is expected to add value to the organization and its employees by bringing information,
communication, and collaboration to them instead of their having to go to the source
themselves(BenMoussa 2003).
According to Knospe (2002), the term e-commerce (electronic commerce) denotes business processes
on the Internet, such as the buying and selling of goods. What’s more, he stated the term mcommerce (mobile commerce) is all about wireless e-commerce that is where mobile devices are used
to do business on the Internet, either in the B2B or B2C market.
M-commerce (mobile commerce / payment) has its origin in E-commerce, which is an area of strong
growth. According to research firm Forrester, e-commerce within the EU on average grows by 11%
annually over the next 5 years. A survey conducted by Internet World on the Swedish e-commerce
market is indicative of a turnover of 1,400 billion for 2009, with growth of 75% over the past three
years. Internet World lists travel (36%) as the largest segment followed by electronics (22%), clothes
/ shoes (11%) and median (10%). In some industries, such as media, digital distribution is also by far
the dominant channel(Snis 2012).
A sounded risk management of m-commerce project play an important role in implement mcommerce strategy in Trollhättan and growth in the economic globalization waves. There is a lots of
case in the world that filed with poor risk management during implementation.
All the stakeholders of this m-commerce project who all want to have a good result and reduce the
possible lost in advance. On the other hand, stakeholders eager to get more information firstly,
instead of accounting information late, to help them make correct decisions.
According to the needs of stakeholders as well as to survive in the dynamic business environment,
the goal of risk management is to provide a good system in term of improve performance and
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government regulations. It is the key to affect risk management and provide a way, promote extensive
value-added risk management maintenance record in the organization.
This thesis tried to put forward new methods in the effective implementation of risk analysis
research, use of the existing risk management process framework adopt risk in m-commerce projects.
Provide a sort of core part of the risk management which points process identification process as the
background, to identify risks, Risk analysis, risk evaluation and treatment of the risk. In addition, it
seems the integration of the risk management process and m-commerce risk feature a very useful
analysis brings new ideas.

1.2.

Thesis Purpose

The purpose of this study is to evaluate the risk management theory using several analysis
approaches to form new risk management framework in M-Commerce, will be conducted with the
aim to close the knowledge gap between risk management of generally projects with M-Commerce
projects. It will also include a generalization of the risk management in order to make them useful
for further cases in different M-Commerce applications. This will be done through development of a
framework of risk management using several analysis approaches. The framework will enable the user
to evaluate the risk factors of M-Commerce projects.

1.3.

Research Questions

The purpose of the study is to evaluate the potential risk impact when implementing m-commerce
projects. The research questions that are intended to be answered by the study are:
1. What are the risk management methods to be used for m-commerce projects?
2. What is the potential usage of a framework for comparison between general projects and mcommerce projects?
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2. Method
This chapter of the thesis presents detailed idea about the procedure and method used in this thesis.
It also discusses the methodological consideration and descripts the perspective of data collection
techniques

2.1.

Research Strategy

Research strategy is a plan of how does the research answer the research questions and fulfil the
study objective. The research strategy of this study is the case study of m-commerce project in
Trollhättan. Using a single case study, the author of this thesis made the findings using the chosen
one scenario in the restaurant of University west as well as providing an opportunity to analyse the
phenomenon that few have considered before, representing a new framework of risk management in
m-commerce and one useful tool MAST to achieve research questions and research objectives.

2.2.

Outline of the thesis

Figure 1 The structure of the thesis

Figure 1 present the main structure of this thesis, follows descripted the outline of the thesis in detail
In Chapter 1 Introduction: this chapter descript the background, objectives, and problem statement,
purpose and research questions of the thesis. The purpose of this chapter is to give the general
background of the thesis and choose the research domain, state the goal of the research.
In Chapter 2 Method: this chapter stated the research method of this thesis, discussed how to do this
study, and give the reason why this method suit to this study.
8
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in Chapter 3 Framework Development: this chapter states a holistic theoretical framework for
analysing the risk management process and the features of m-commerce, thereafter a detailed
presentation of methods is made in it. A Framework of risk management in m-commerce projects
was designed with considering the features between risk management and m-commerce to form a
new framework of risk management in m-commerce projects.
In Chapter 4 Evaluation of Framework: one m-commerce project in Trollhättan was presented as a
case to evaluate the framework which was designed in previous chapter; completing the data
collection , describing quantify the risk management and analysis the data which collected by
previous case study, end up with a risk management proposal provided in this chapter.
In Chapter 5 Conclusion, finally, it will bring the different parts of the research together in a word,
discussion of the main findings related to the objectives of this thesis.

2.3.

Method chosen

“if the research question contains the following verbs: build, change, improve, enhance, maintain,
extend, correct, adjust, introduce, etc. the study might belong to the design-science research.”
(Järvinen 2004, P. 98)
The first research question of this theis is to find out the what is the gap? And another focuesed on
how to apply? , It includes the introduce, build, change, improve, enhance and extend. Järvinen (2004,
P. 98) point out design-science research is normally consist of two part basic and applied research.
As figure 2 show that this thesis was divided to tow parts one is artefact construction another is
artefact evalution. it presented how to build and form the new framework based on previous theories
and research results in the framework development. The second part applied the research and
evaluated the new risk management framework in M-Commerce project.

The initial
state

The building
process

The goal state

Figure 2 The building process source: (Järvinen 2004, P. 102)

The motivation behind the building is weakness of the outcomes achieved by previous research such
as this thesis described M-Commerce is the new area for risk management in project, there is few
outcomes consider about the M-Commerce features in risk management. As Figure 2 show that the
initial state is possible to identify which point is the start point. The start point of this thesis is the
existing theory and previous research result of the risk management in general project. The building
process in order to achieve a movement from the start point to the goal state. But Järvinen (2004, P.
103) also point out that the goal state can be known or unknown. If it is known, the researcher
implements the change from the initial state to the goal one. If the goal state is unknown, it needs to
specify the goal state and implement measures to achieve the state. This thesis goal state is clearly
aim to work out the framework of risk management in M-Commerce projects based on improve the
risk management theory to suit to the new area-M-Commerce.
As Järvinen (2004, P. 114) stated that Artefact Evaluation is the key activity for assessing such
research. They developed some new metrics. For the research outcome construct, it includes the
completeness, simplicity, elegance, understand ability, and ease of use. In this thesis, it descripted
first, the process how to make a measurement of the risk and then provided the details for every
step. It also explained why. Hence, it could be simplicity, understand ability and the framework suit
to ease of use.
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Figure 3 Process of thesis work

Järvinen (2004, P. 111) provided one guidelines for Design-Science Research, it can be illustrated as
follows
Design as an artefact-> Problem relevance -> Design evaluation-> Research contributions -> Research
rigor-> Design as a search process -> Communication of research.
According the guidelines from Järvinen (2004, P. 111), this thesis process designed as Figure 3 shows.
First, it applied the design as an artefact, there is one part aim to work out the new framework of
risk management in m-commerce project rely on the problem relevance. Then the next parts mainly
described evolution of that new framework by using real case M-Commerce project in Trollhättan.
The research contribution is the risk management proposal for M-Commerce project in Trollhättan
and a new framework of risk management which can be used for M-Commerce area.

2.4.

Limitation

This thesis, the data collection and analysis based on one case – m-commerce in the restaurant of
University west has been studied, because of time and energy constraints; there are some deficiencies
in the study.
First, the method I choose requires further proof. Since m-commerce is a new research area
nowadays, hence, risk management in m-commerce project on the literature is very scarce, the
reference method and strategy theoretical science is not strong, and this point needs further research.
To the reality, the analysis of the case is found that the value of the elements together just in one
10
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scenario, so the expectations of matrix theory is apparent loss of its strategic direction to the kind of
advantage.
What’s more, this thesis collected data over 90% of the object is in school, risk management in mcommerce projects may not be representative of all groups. Because of different scenario, IT system
environment, customer, consumption behaviour, cultural differences and other factors, the basic
expectations and requirements are different; it would affect the perspective of the risk management
in m-commerce project.
Last, this study for the risk factors of the m-commerce scenario in the restaurant of University west
were analysed, but only outlined some of the factors more representative and not exhaustive list of
All the influencing risk factors; The majority of the object’s collection for the scenario in university
west. Consider about the widely m-commerce projects, its applicability is not the same. Future
research in a particular industry, according to a specific type of platform, mobile merchants have a
comprehensive detailed recommendation to provide more precise guidance more useful and practical.
These aspects may result in a certain extent, evaluation results distortion.
Risk management is an abstract concept. In order to better understand and specific areas of research
is needed. In this thesis, it focuses on one case -risk management in m-commerce project in
Trollhättan. The author of this study also limit the time period to use the data for analysis and
discussion. In the end of this thesis, the study limits risk management to m-commerce aspects and
features as the instrument to manage project’s risk.
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3. Framework Development
3.1.

Literature Review: M-Commerce

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the literature review of different theories of what is known
about risk management, the studies related to the main topic and motives of risk management and
m-commerce.

3.1.1.

Introduction of mobile commerce

With the introduction of the World Wide Web, electronic commerce has revolutionized traditional
commerce and boosted sales and exchanges of merchandise and information. Nowadays, the
emergence of wireless and mobile networks has made possible the extension of electronic commerce
to a new application and research area: mobile commerce, which is defined as the exchange or
buying and selling of commodities, services, or information on the internet through the use of mobile
handheld devices. Just a few years, mobile commerce has emerged from nowhere to become the
hottest new trend in business transactions(Lee,Kou&Hu Wen Chen Hu 2005, P.2).
There are many definitions of the term m-commerce. Knospe (2002) descripted that most of the
definitions is a terminal or mobile device is employed to communicate over a mobile
telecommunication network. However, there are different arguments among that relevance to the
target of this communication. Some definitions restrict m-commerce to transactions involving a
monetary value; other definitions generalise the term to services that involve communication,
information, transaction, and entertainment. As I to see the define m-commerce as do business based
on mobile device and the transactions done by RFID or Bluetooth. However, DUAN Lian (2010)
argued that M-commerce is the buying and selling of products and services over the internet using
mobile devices, whilst m-business is the ability to interact and transact with anything and anyone,
anytime and anywhere. Lian list the features of m-commerce such as mobile business purchasing
information, goods or services via a mobile device - is likely to have a far greater impact on the
economy than electronic business conducted on stationary devices like PCs. What’s more, Duan Lian
predicted that would give rise to new applications and services for a variety of everyday transactions,
ranging from mobile commerce (e.g. banking, brokerage, trading, ticketing, travel management,
purchasing and auctions), mobile services (e.g. emergency, control, and fleet management), mobile
office (e.g. scheduling, e-mail, and control), mobile communication (e.g. voice, messaging, SMS, and
multimedia), mobile entertainment (e.g. music, videos, games, and gambling) to mobile info-services
(e.g. weather, stock market, news, internet access, and location dependent services), while customer
or terminal device is roaming from one place to other place.

3.1.2.

State of mobile commerce

Across the globe, mobile communications access does not correlate perfectly with per capita income
or computerized Internet access. In Table 1, the group selection of North American, European Union
(EU), and Asian countries in terms of descending order of mobile telephony access.
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Table 1 Mobile penetration, per capita GNP, and internet use Source: (Dholakia and Dholakia 2004)

As the rank orderings show that, the countries with the highest mobile communications access are
not always the richest or the most Internet-using countries. While the correlation between Internet
use and GNP is high and significant (Spearman r=.51, P < .01), the correlations between mobile access
and GNP or mobile access and Internet access fail to reach statistical significance. Countries such as
Australia and Canada—strong adopters of the Internet—are positioned relatively low according to
mobile phone adoption. Special for United States, a pioneer in e-commerce, ranks quite low in terms
of mobile access. This means that many of the initial applications of m-commerce are likely to
emerge in Europe and Asia, although technology derived from US sources could power many of these
applications. The context and the authorship of the thesis in this special issue reflect this global
character of m-commerce. Views and analyses originating from Europe, Asia, and North America are
represented in the Special Issue(Dholakia and Dholakia 2004).
Internet use has grown on the strength of PC networks. According to Yankee Group projections, the
installed base of PCs will reach 500 million by 2003, as Figure 4 shows. This huge base is essential to
continued growth in electronic commerce and other communications applications.
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Figure 4 Projected worldwide installed base of PCs and mobile telephones source:(Senn 2000)

Moreover, because these systems will have greater power and storage capability, as well as the best
ever price-performance ratios, more powerful and sophisticated applications will likely emerge for
desktop computing and the Internet(Senn 2000).

3.1.3.

Risks in mobile commerce

As Ghosh and Swaminatha (2001) stated the risks of mobile commerce could be New Security and
Privacy Risks: Mobile users will roam through many different cells, ad hoc networks, administrative
boundaries, and security domains. Transaction specific risks: buyers are vulnerable to potential risks
because malicious sellers may provide incomplete or distorted information or fail to deliver goods.
Malicious SMS Messages: applications such as mobile advertising and mobile alerts typically send
advertising and alerts to mobile users using short messaging (SMS). Virus Attack: like Trojan
attempts to delete all applications from the handheld and then reboot it. Addressing the Software
Risks: More risks have been made about the security of wireless transport protocols, for example the
Wireless Application Protocol (WAP). Platform Risks: The device uses provides the basic
infrastructure for running m-commerce applications based on the platform or operating system.
Software Application Risks: The software applications that run on the device are important except
the basic platform for wireless applications. Security Risks of WML Script: Like the developers of the
wireless device platforms, the developers of WML Script have ignored the lessons learned from past
security problems with JavaScript and other mobile code technologies. The security risks associated
with WML Script are based on a fundamental lack of a model for secure computation. (Ghosh and
Swaminatha 2001)However, according to LiXiong, Georgia &Wen Chen Hu (2005, P. 21), they
descripted the possible risk factors in m-commerce such as Dos Attack: if an adversary can
disseminate a worm that sends out millions of such messages. Of Couse, the above risk perspective of
the m-commerce is the key risk factors of m-commerce, but it more focus on the technic aspects, I
need to consider about the end-user, Furnell (2009) stated the risks in m-commerce more related to
the user aspect. He also claims that “which you need security will ultimately depend upon the device

and what it is used for. However, it is important to really think about this, so that the value of the
data (and what someone else could do with it) has been properly recognised .” Funnel also found out
that the user always consider about the risks to themselves. However the personal information of the
user might have been more useful than they thought, some data which the user cannot aware it is
import. For example, bank account details, passport numbers, National Health Service numbers,
National Insurance numbers and personal addresses; what’s if the mobile device user lost their mobile
14
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device or left your mobile device on the desk for a while. In my opinion, lots of risk factors result
from the carelessness. Awareness of the value of what you are carrying around. It properly be your
device, but its content may be sensitive for a range other people (e.g. your family, friends, other
contacts and/or your employer). While you use of the device evolves, be prepared for your security
requirements to evolve too(Furnell 2009, P.18).

3.1.4.

Risk in access to the network

Furnell (2009, P. 28) presented the security can depend upon the user’s discretion rather than a
network operator. He point out people’s behaviour is one of the critical risks; for example, users can
get fairly promiscuous in the presence of free wireless access. Indeed, it’s common to find people in
public places scanning for open access points in order to get online for their fix of e-mail or
whatever. That’s means they are able to get the access they want. Additionally, nonetheless, given
that if I can find ourselves in unfamiliar surroundings, and uncertain about which networks may be
legitimately available, it is the key to understand what your mobile device tell you about the networks
in the vicinity (e.g. aim to guard against inadvertent trespassing on unprotected private networks, or
simply mistaken attempts to connect to the wrong networks).
Another important factor is authentication, it provides an immediate, front-line defence for the
mobile device in the event of loss or theft, and without it anyone who gets hold of the device
effectively has a free hand to browse its contents and make use of any services it can offer (unless, of
course, there are some lower level safeguards, such as encryption of sensitive data or authentication
requirements for specific services)(Furnell 2009, P. 40).

3.1.5.

Typical security attacks

Bochmann, Eric & Wen Chen Hu (2005, p 67) indicated that spoofing attack of a malicious user.
Bochmann & Eric provided an example, a malicious user, says Eve, may try to usurp Bob's identity.
Authentication information is included sent by Bob to the calculating HV finds a different value and
does not authenticate Eve as Bob. In message 3.2, the HA sends the authentication result to the FA
so that the FA knows that Bob is not authenticated. Spoofing attack of servers is denied by the
systematic use of digital certificates. Bob relies on the HA to authenticate the FA. Replay attacks of
an authentication request are impossible owing to the nonce. Denial of series (DOS) attacks would
consists of sending rogue authentication request that would consume both bandwidth and processing
time at the FA and HA.

3.1.6.

Security attacks in m-commerce

As stated in Eltoweissy, Jajodia &Wen Chen Hu (2005, P. 171)’s study, attacks against confidentiality
can be illustrated as traffic analysis: using a wireless card in promiscuous mode and software to
count the number and size of packets being transmitted, an attacker can determine that there is
activity on the network, the location of wireless access points and the type of protocol being used in
the transmission. Eavesdropping: both passive and active eavesdropping may have damaging effects
on m-commerce. man-in-the-middle(violation of privacy): without encryption or authentication in
use, an attacker can read data from an on-going session violating confidentiality or modify packet,
thus violating the integrity of data. And Attacks against availability Wen Chen Hu (2005, P. 172)
point out that disabling of service: an attacker with access to transmission can inject malicious code
by exploiting a flow in the design or implementation of an application. Exhaustion: with access to
transmission, an attacker can deplete the battery of a device or deny access to processing by
engaging the device in expensive computations, storage of state information, or high traffic load.
cycle-stealing: an attacker's intent is to consume some portion of the system resources.
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3.1.7.

Risk from the data protection

Data play a key role when it comes to the perspective of risk in m-commerce. As Furnell (2009, P.
49) stated that although the device has a financial value, it is ultimately replaceable. Meanwhile, the
data may not be, and having it fall into the wrong hands may be far more costly than the loss of the
device. And with even pocket-sized devices having the capacity to store gigabytes of content, that’s
ample space to store a wealth of commercially sensitive and proprietary material that could be
exposed if the device was lost.
Additionally, talking about the difference between m-commerce and e-commerce, the clearly features
can be fund is that m-commerce based on special for mobile platform software and e-commerce
mainly rely on the PC and Server platform, hence, there are more limitation of the mobile platform
compare with the PC and Serve platform.
Furnell (2009, P. 69) descripted that although mobile devices offer security, the level and flexibility
of the protection is often somewhat less than in a full PC context. Users and organisations need to be
aware of this in order to make informed decisions about whether data ought to find its way onto a
device in the first place, and the approaches that can be used to stop it. Mobile device user usually
did not realized the difference protect laptops more readily recognised than the requirement to
protect smaller devices, it is often more feasible to do so as well caused by laptops normally run a
full version of the operating system, handhelds offer cut-down and customised versions.

3.1.8.

Requirements for mobile commerce

On the one hand, the requirement for mobile commerce is that how to ensure a security and
stronger mobile platform which mobile commerce is based on. In Aissi, Dabbous et al. (2006, P 68),
it is claimed that mobile platform is exposed to multiple risks related to external communications and
interfaces over the existing security system only limited control. Several perspectives of the mobile
platforms need to be considered, it can be illustrated as follows






Mobile platforms unlike desktop platforms, it hard to be under organizational controls and
oversight.
Mobile device focus on constraints on the practicality of applying standard safeguards such
as Limited computing power, memory, interfaces, and battery life.
The interaction with other computing resource of Mobile platform that means these devices
can unconsciously transfer malicious applications from one onto another, or throughout the
corporate network.
Mobile platform probably serve as a back-channel by network vulnerabilities can be exploited.
Application-level malware cannot typically be blocked by corporate firewalls;

But on the other hand, it is supposed to consider about the security of m-commerce application, as
Bochmann, Zhang &Wen Chen Hu (2005, P. 67) stated that the public/private key technology is the
preferred method for authentication since it only requires the registration of the user with a single
authentication authority and allows authentication to third parties without any pre-established
relationship. Furthermore, it provides a simple scheme for signatures. The public/private key
technology utilizes some form of PKI which consists of a collection of registration authorities that
provide signed public key certificates that contain the public key of a user together with certain user
attributes. Additionally, commerce applications required other forms of references, such as payment
credentials and other kinds of certification, such as proof of age, proof of competence and so forth.
Like the public key certificates for instance, references could be provided in the form of signed
documents that contain only the necessary information or signed by an appropriate certification
agency. Among the existing authentication protocols, SSL and smart cards appear to be most
interesting for mobile commerce; however they has not more solutions for payment credentials and
other references for users that prefer to remain anonymous.
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3.2.

Literature Review: Risk Management

“Risk management is the art and science of identifying, analysing, and responding to risk throughout
the life of a project and in the best interests of meeting project objectives”(Schwalbe 2011, P. 422)

3.2.1.

Risk management process & Approaches

Freimut, Hartkopf et al. (2001) pointed out that the risk management method Riskit, it is a
comprehensive risk management method that is based on sound theoretical principles, yet it has been
designed to have sufficiently low overhead and complexity. Riskit contains a fully defined process,
whose overview is presented in Figure 5 as a dataflow diagram. The full definition of the Riskit
process is available as a separate report.

Figure 5 Riskit management process source: (Freimut, Hartkopf et al. 2001)

The Riskit process includes a specific step for analysing stakeholder interests and how they link to
risks. These links are visualized in Figure 5: when risks are defined, their impact on the project is
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described through the stated project goals. (Freimut, Hartkopf et al. 2001)

Figure 6 Review risks from riskit process source: (Freimut, Hartkopf et al. 2001)

This allows full traceability between risks and goals and on to stakeholders: each risk can be
described by its potential impact on the agreed project goals, and each stakeholder can use this
information to rank risks from his perspective.
Clifford F. Gray (2006) indicated that the steps about process of risk management as the figure 6
show that. Steps can be illustrated as follows:


Step 1: Risk Identification

Create a list of possible risks through brainstorming, problem identification and risk profiling.
First, Macro risks, after that, specific events


Step 2: Risk assessment

Use Scenario analysis, Risk assessment matrix, Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA),Probability
analysis ,Decision trees, NPV, and PERT, Semi quantitative scenario analysis
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Figure 7 The Risk Management Process source: (Clifford F. Gray 2006)



Step 3: Risk Response Development

Mitigating Risk Reducing the likelihood an adverse event will follow. Avoiding Risk Changing is the
project plan to deal with the risk or condition. Sharing Risk Allocating risk to different parties
Retaining, Risk Making is a conscious decision to accept the risk.


Step 4: Risk Response Control

Risk control is execution of the risk response strategy, monitoring of triggering events, Initiating
contingency plans and monitoring new risks. Establishing a change management system - monitoring,
tracking, and reporting risk. Fostering an open organization environment, repeating risk
identification/assessment exercises, assigning and documenting responsibility for managing risk.
Furthermore, as Schwalbe (2011 , P. 427) stated that project Risk Management Processes has been
defined as the figure 8 shows as follows:
Planning risk management: deciding the way to approach and plan the risk management activities for
the project. Identifying risks: determining which risks are likely to affect a project and documenting
the characteristics of each.
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Figure 8 Risk management process source: (Schwalbe 2011 , P. 427)

Performing qualitative risk analysis: prioritizing risks based on their probability and impact of
occurrence. Performing quantitative risk analysis: numerically estimating the effects of risks on
project objectives. Planning risk responses: taking steps to enhance opportunities and reduce threats
to meeting project objectives. Monitoring and controlling risks: monitoring identified and residual
risks, identifying new risks, carrying out risk response plans, and evaluating the effectiveness of risk
strategies throughout the life of the project(Schwalbe 2011 , P. 427).
One risk approach practice from risk-doctor.com (Hillson 2011) claim The IKEA Approach to Risk as
follows:








Make a checklist of requirement of the start, and clarify description of the intended outcome.
Use few words, with diagrams clarifying the most important parts of the process.
Make sure that all instructions can be understood by a normal person, with no specialist jargon
or technical language.
Design the process logically hence, it is obvious what to do next.
Provide all the required tools and ensure they do exactly what is needed
Use high-quality well tested components and proved to work
Check that nothing left out before delivery

3.2.2.
CCTA Risk Analysis and Management
Method (CRAMM)
CCTA Risk Analysis and Management Method (CRAMM) is a qualitative risk analysis and
management tool developed by UK government’s Central Computer and Telecommunications Agency
(OGC since April 2001) in 1985 to provide government departments with a method for information
systems security reviews. The tool, which has undergone major revisions (currently in Version 4), is
later commercialized and now distributed by a UK firm, Insight Consulting, as “CRAMM Manager”
(alongside the UK Security Service). There are around 500 copies in use in 20 countries including
commercial organizations (Yazar 2002).
CRAMM risk analysis approach
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According to Yazar (2002) he claims that he essential elements of data collection, analysis and output
results that should be present in an automated risk analysis tool are covered in the three stages of a
CRAMM review: identifying and valuing assets, identifying threats and vulnerabilities, calculating
risks, identifying and prioritizing countermeasures.
The main steps of CRAMM risk analysis steps Yazar (2002) indicated that Initiation: CRAMM
methodology makes use of meetings, interviews and structured questionnaires for data collection.
Identification and Valuation of Assets: Asset values to an organization are central in determining the
risks and the required security level. Threat and Vulnerability Assessment: In addition to asset values,
the other two key components of a CRAMM risk analysis are levels (likelihoods of occurring) of
threat and vulnerability. Risk Calculation: CRAMM calculates risks for each asset group against the
threats to which it is vulnerable on a scale of 1 to 7 using a risk matrix with predefined values by
comparing asset values to threat and vulnerability levels.
CRAMM Capabilities & Limitation
Yazar (2002) described that CRAMM can help the organization, on the one hand, structured
approach to risk analysis and management, based on well-established method, assistance in
contingency planning, BS7799 certification and audits, promotion of security awareness and
acceptance, on the other hand, it is possibility of full reviews and rapid reviews (also allowing highlevel reviews that support policy statements), regularly updated extensive hierarchical
countermeasure database, covering also non-technical areas, relative prioritization of
countermeasures, including effectiveness criteria and implementation costs, consistency resulting
from similar solutions for similar risk profiles. He also concluded that the minuses are: Need for
qualified and experienced practitioners to use the tool, full reviews, that’s means it hard for the
beginner to operate it, what’s more, it required the user with professional knowledge, possible
insignificance of some results in a full review result in delay between analysis and implementation
after rapid changes to system or network reviewed.

3.2.3.
Construct a platform for Risk Analysis of
Security Critical Systems (CORAS)
Construct a platform for risk analysis of security critical system(CORAS) is based on traditional
security analysis techniques, as SINTEF (2006) claimed that the structured brainstorming technique
HazOp, fault tree analysis (FTA) and the failure mode and elects analysis (FMEA), combining them
with system development techniques such as the UML, which is the de facto standard modelling
language for information systems. Additionally, CORAS takes into account international standards for
risk management, such as the Australian/New Zealand Standard for Risk Management, AS/NZS
4360:2004, the ISO/IEC 17799 Code of Practice for Information Security Management, the ISO/IEC
13335 Guidelines for the management of IT-Security, and system documentation in the form of the
Reference Model for Open Distributed Processing.
CORAS risk analysis approach
As figure 9 shows, SINTEF (2006, P. 4) concluded that seven steps with communication and
interaction, the seven steps are summarised as follows:
• Step 1: The first step involves an introductory meeting. The main item on the agenda for this
meeting is to get the representatives of the client to present their main goals of the analysis and the
target they wish to have analysed. Hence, during the initial step the analysts will gather information
relied on the client's presentations and discussions.
• Step 2: The second step get involved in a separate meeting with representatives of the client. Then,
the analysts will present their understanding of what they gained at the first meeting and from
studying documentation that has been made available to them by the client.
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• Step 3: The third step involves the description of the objective to be analysed, and all assumptions
being made and other preconditions made. Step three is completed once all this documentation has
been approved by the client.

Figure 9 The seven steps of the CORAS method source:(SINTEF 2006)

• Step 4: This step is organised as a workshop collecting people with expertise on the target of
evaluation. The goal is to identify as many potential unwanted incidents as possible, as well as
threats, vulnerabilities and threat scenarios.
Step 5: The fifth step is also organised as a workshop. This time with focus on estimating
consequences and likelihood values for each of the identified unwanted incidents.
• Step 6: This step involves giving the client the general picture. This will typically trigger some
adjustments and corrections.
• Step 7: The last step is devoted to treatment identification, as well as addressing cost/benefit issues
of the treatments. This step is best organised as a workshop.

3.2.4.
Automated Security Self-Evaluation Tool
(ASSET)
According to Marianne Swanson and Ivette Jimenez (2004, p. 1),ASSET may be used to gather data
and generate reports related to the status of the self-assessment. The intent of this tool is to provide
a centralized place for the collection of data used to assess a system. ASSET - tools to assist
managers in gathering data and reporting in term of NIST Special Publication 800-26 IT security
self-assessment questionnaire. It contains the specific control objectives and suggested techniques for
measuring the security of a system or group of interconnected systems as described in NIST SP 80026. The control objectives and techniques are taken from long-standing requirements found in
statute, policy, and guidance on security. It replies on the roles such as Manager, Assessor, Reporter
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and Subject Matter Expert. There are some limitations like the security requirements has limitation,
what’s more, it’s not web-based application and it rely on the users caused by its host-based security

3.2.5.
Microsoft Security Assessment Tool（
MSAT）
The Microsoft approach to security risk management provides a proactive approach that can assist
organizations of all sizes with their response to the requirements presented by these environmental
and legal challenges. (Microsoft 2006) Microsoft Security Assessment Tool (MSAT) is one of the
efficient security risk assessment tools among the free open source software, it used more than 200
questions which from the practice of Microsoft users to assess the security of the organization’s IT
environment also provides the proposal for the user to improve security level.
 MSAT risk analysis approach
Microsoft (2006) maintained that frequency with which the cycle recurs will vary from one
organization to another; many find that an annual recurrence is sufficient so long as the organization
is proactively monitoring for new vulnerabilities, threats, and assets.

Figure 10 Phases of the Microsoft Security Risk Management Process Source:(Microsoft 2006)

Figure 10 illustrates the four phases of the Microsoft security risk management process. It provides a
comprehensive view about the process. Microsoft (2006) defined risk management as an on-going
process with four primary phases:
 Step 1 Assessing Risk.
Identify and prioritize risks to the business.
 Step 2 Conducting Decision Support.
Identify and evaluate control solutions based on a defined cost-benefit analysis process.
 Step 3 Implementing Controls
Deploy and operate control solutions to reduce risk to the business.
 Step 4 Measuring Program Effectiveness.
Analyze the risk management process for effectiveness and verify that controls are providing the
expected degree of protection.
Before defining specific practices within the Microsoft security risk management process, however, it
is important to understand the larger risk management process and its components. Each phase of
the cycle contains multiple, detailed steps. Microsoft (2006) also provide the following outlines for
each step
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Step 5 Assessing Risk phase
Plan data gathering. Discuss keys to success and preparation guidance. Gather risk data. Outline the
data collection process and analysis. Prioritize risks. Outline prescriptive steps to qualify and quantify
risks.
 Step 6 Conducting Decision Support phase
Define functional requirements. Define functional requirements to mitigate risks. Select possible
control solutions. Outline approach to identify mitigation solutions. Review solution. Evaluate
proposed controls against functional requirements. Estimate risk reduction. Endeavor to understand
reduced exposure or probability of risks. Estimate solution cost. Evaluate direct and indirect costs
associated with mitigation solutions. Select mitigation strategy. Complete the cost-benefit analysis to
identify the most cost effective mitigation solution.
 Step 7 Implementing Controls phase
Seek holistic approach. Incorporate people, process, and technology in mitigation solution. Organize
by defense-in-depth. Organize mitigation solutions across the business.
 Step 8 Measuring Program Effectiveness phase
Develop risk scorecard. Understand risk posture and progress. Measure program effectiveness.
Evaluate the risk management program for opportunities to improve.

3.2.6.

Defence in Depth approach

MSAT combined defense in depth approach. In order to provide the safest and information environment possible, many savvy organizations adopt Defense in Depth strategy.
As rositech.com (2012) stated that the core of Defense in Depth concept derived from was originally
designed by the National Security Agency (NSA) as a means of strategically and methodically handling information and electronic security. Furthermore, around the notion of taking a layered
approach to the problem; the reasoning behind this concept is that the perceived by installing multiple layers of security.
As the figure 11 show us the layered-security approach centers on maintaining appropriate security
measures and procedures at five different levels in order to achieve Defense in depth.

Figure 11 Defence in depth Layers source:(trofi-eng.com 2005)

trofi-eng.com (2005) concluded Defense in Depth incorporates each of the following 5 layers and
associated security measures as follows 1. Perimeter – the first layer shows that perimeter defenses
play an important role and are susceptible to the greatest number of attacks from the outside. 2.
Network – is the second layer in the Defense in Depth process. These solutions look at the inside
communications path of the corporations infrastructure. Any attack or penetration into this layer has
exposed systems to unauthorized users. 3. Host – the layer of the defense focuses on keeping your
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host operating systems and workstations secure. 4. Application – the layer of the defense focuses on
keeping the applications on a host system and workstations secure. As with operating systems new
vulnerabilities are being found every with the applications installed on the host.5. Data - the layer of
the defense focuses on keeping the information used by an application secure and confidential. It is
also vitally important for an organization to understand what those requirements are and to
affectively implement policies and procedures that insure that the data is safeguarded.

3.3. A Framework of Risk Management in M-Commerce
Projects
This section of the thesis presents a description of a framework of risk management in m-commerce
projects used in this thesis. First of all, it compared the existing risk management theories based on
one matrix table which the author designed for work out a framework, it conclude the risk
management process, ,m-commerce life cycle and one mapping of a framework which used in the
next stage.

3.3.1.
Life cycle of information system project
implementation
Dulmin(Aloini, Dulmin et al. 2007) descripted the implementation life cycle for ERP like the Figure 12
show us, he explain the implement phases can be divided as follows
1. ‘‘Concept’’ refers to the activities of ERP introduction from strategic planning of requirements to
software package selection.

Figure 12 ERP Implementation life cycle source: (Aloini, Dulmin et al. 2007)

2. ‘‘Implementation’’ includes activities from software deployment or installation to parameterization,
integration, testing, and stabilization.
3. ‘‘Post-implementation’’ includes maintenance activities: upgrading, new-release management, and
evolution maintenance.
But, this model fit to the ERP, although the m-commerce project belong to one kind of the ERP but
it has their own features, Puliafito (Puliafito, Tomarchio et al. 2000) point out some key issues
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Implementation language, Agent migration, Loading classes from the network,
among agents when implement mobile a mobile agents' platform.

Communication

3.3.2.
Comparison of different risk management
process
Different risk management theory has their own risk management process, Table 6 explains different
risk analysis with their own phases, table 6 list all the risk analysis phase which the methodology risk
analysis used. All risk analysis methodologies have several phases, stages and steps. Accord to the
table 6 and the theories talked above in chapter 2, I can find out that some preparation of them,
where values for key information are estimated, must be done before risk analysis can be completed.
Some risk analysis methodologies may require more values for different information to be estimated
than others.
Freimut, Hartkopf et al. (2001) present the risk management phase split to 5 stages include risk
definition, monitoring, control and goal review, he focus on the stakeholder’s expectation and
predictable loss. The risk management process Clifford F. Gray (2006) descripted to 4 main steps,
his opinion based on the project management. The steps he stated is a cycle overlap every step.
Schwalbe (2011) model start from the project beginning till the end of project, control and
monitoring go through all the process.
The basic steps of CRAMM method are four stages: initiation, identification & valuation of assets,
threat and vulnerability assessment and risk calculation. CRAMM methodology makes use of
meetings, interviews and structured questionnaires for data collection. Compare with CORAS
methods, CORAS has 7 steps, it would be better to select a methodology that needs little preparation
and less information. It based on the workshop. MSAT method is another cycle includes four phase:
measuring, assessing, conducting and control.

Known
Risk

Stakeholder
Project Goal
Control
monitor

Assess
risk

Figure 13 The process of risk management

Numerous methodologies are available and some of organisations are in front of the daunting task of
determining which one to use. The goal of this section was to develop a useful framework that reader
to compare different information security risk analysis methodologies. The framework was developed
by analysing six methodologies in detail and identifying some common criteria. The common criteria
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were then used to form the criteria of the framework. It is important to remember that the
methodology chosen should support the overall project goal and that it should fit stakeholder’s
exception. Figure 13 presented one risk management process model which based on the stakeholder’s
expectation and project goal, the phase of that process can be divided as three phases: known risk,
assess risk and control/monitor risk.
The next chapter, "M-commerce projects Risk Management Process Overview," provides a
comprehensive look at the process. The chapters that succeed it explain in detail the steps and tasks
associated with each of the three phases.

3.3.3.
M-Commerce projects Risk Management
Process Overview
This section introduced the m-commerce risk management process and defined risk management as
figure 14 shows an on-going process with three primary phases:
Known risk
Define project goal and boundary risks management, plan to gather the risk data.
Assess risk
Identify and evaluate the risk based on a defined cost-benefit analysis process.
Controls & monitor
Deploy and operate control solutions to reduce risk to the project. This three-part risk management
cycle summarizes the M-commerce project risk management process. Before defining specific
practices within the M-commerce project risk management process, however, it is important to
understand the larger risk management process and its components. Each phase of the cycle contains
details. The following list outlines each step to help you understand the importance of each one in
the guide as a whole.
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Figure 14 M-Commerce project risk management phases

Known risk phase
Plan risk data gathering. The first step to make a plan to define the keys to success and preparation
guidance. In this section, it has meetings, interviews, structure questionnaires for the data collection
and introduction, the main purpose of this step is to get the representatives of the client to present
their overall goals of the analysis and the target they wish to have analysed. Such as the goal of the
project and the functional requirements.
Assess risk phase
This phase has two workshops one is for risk identification to do the high level analysis of the risk
data the previous phase gathered, determine the risk security level, levels likelihoods of occurring, set
the priories risk, estimate risk cost. Another risk treatment workshop to select risk mitigation
strategy, discuss and select risk mitigation strategy and approach, plan risk responses.
Controls & monitor phase
Implement the strategy and Measure program effectiveness -Evaluate the risk management program
for opportunities to improve.

3.3.4.
Life cycle of M-Commerce Project
implementation
The life cycle Aloini, Dulmin et al. (2007) point out focus on the implementation of existing software
product such as ERP, Väätäjä (2008) model present the life cycle relate to service of mobile
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application. As I discussed in the chapter 3, we can clearly saw that the project m-commerce in
Trollhättan is quite different after compare with these two life cycle model.

Figure 15 M-Commerce project life cycle

Figure 15 m-commerce project life cycle was used in the m-commerce project in Trollhättan, this
model identifies 7 phases when it comes to m-commerce life cycle. The details of every phase can be
illustrated as follows:
•

Information Acquisition: first of all, the project did lots of research for different views and
varies dimension’s related information seeking about the m-commerce project. One is
perspective of the technology, another is stakeholder’s expectation.

•

Strategic planning: according to the result of information acquisition. It needs to decide
which strategic is suit to this project and the principle of solving the problem when the
conflicts occur.

•

Solution selection: To select one suitable solution for the project in term of the result of
previous stages.

•

Development &Integration: Integrate the existing mobile product and develop some
functionality of the mobile solution by the stakeholder’s needs.
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•

Deployment &installation: Deploy the new platform which integrated the existing mobile
products and developed component. Did some installation and configuration.

•

Starting to use: start to use it, it start from trial version and has trial using period in term of
the project needs.

•

Stabilization& maintenance: Fixed the bug and upgrade the mobile platform.

3.3.5.

Questionnaire design and distribution

As Dörnyei and Taguchi (2009) mentioned that questionnaires are any written instruments that
present respondents with a series of questions or statements to which they are to react either by
writing out their answers or selecting from among existing answers. The author also point out
questionnaires can yield three types of data, Factual questions: are used to ﬁnd out about who the
respondents are. Behavioural questions: are used to ﬁnd out what the respondents are doing or have
done in the past. Attitudinal questions: are used to ﬁnd out what people think.
According to the literature research and individual interviews, combined with the specific
circumstances of this study formed author provided a preliminary design of the questionnaire. By
reading a lot of important related documents of risk management in m-commerce, picking out the
key questions included into the table 2. Do not participate in this operation, into target library to
prepare for the next evaluation use.
Area Name

Category Name

Question Text

Reference

Applications

Application
Design

Do key applications in your environment
record messages in log files for analysis and
auditing purposes?

MAST4.0

Applications

Data Storage &
Communications

Do key applications encrypt sensitive and
business critical data that they process?

MAST4.0

Applications

Deployment and
Use

Applications

Deployment and
Use

Have PayEx consultants/vendors developed
any of the key applications deployed in your
environment?
Does the PayEx vendor provide regular
software upgrades, security patches, and
documentation on security mechanisms? (is
it still supported)

MAST4.0

MAST4.0
(Wen Chen
Hu 2005, P.
172)
(Wen Chen
Hu 2005, P.
172)
(Wen Chen Hu
2005, P. 67)
(Ghosh and
Swaminatha
2001)

Applications

M-Commerce

Does mobile application protect man-in-themiddle attack?

Applications

M-Commerce

Does mobile application protect inject
malicious code?

Applications

M-Commerce

Does mobile application protect Denial of
series (DOS) attacks ?

Applications

M-Commerce

Does mobile application has the function to
protect malicious SMS?

Applications

M-Commerce

Does mobile application possbile against the
disaster such as power cut off unpredictably?

MAST4.0

Applications

M-Commerce

Do you install any anti-virues to your mobile
device?

(Wen Chen Hu
2005, P. 67)

Infrastructure

Authentication

Does network have authentication function
used for remote access by users:

MAST4.0
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Does your organization have policies and
procedures for reporting security issues or
incidents?
Does mobile application support mutiMobile operation system such as window
mobile, MAC, Android etc?
Does your organization use firewalls or other
network-level access controls at network
borders to protect corporate resources?

Infrastructure

Management and
Monitoring

Applications

M-Commerce

Infrastructure

Perimeter
Defense

Infrastructure

Perimeter
Defense

Is remote access to the company's network
available?

MAST4.0

Infrastructure

Perimeter
Defense

Are anti-virus solutions implemented in the
environment?

MAST4.0

Operations

Backup and
Recovery

Does the organization take measures to
protect the information contained within
logs?

MAST4.0

Operations

Backup and
Recovery

Is critical and sensitive data backed up on a
regular basis?

MAST4.0

Operations

Backup and
Recovery

Operations

Environment

Do policies exist for regular testing of backup
and restore procedures? Are these policies
documented?
Has the organization defined service level
agreements as part of the contracts with the
service providers that management has been
outsourced to?

Operations

Environment

Is the firewall tested regularly to ensure it
performs as expected?

MAST4.0

Operations

Environment

Does your organization maintain Disaster
Recovery and Business Resumption Plans?

MAST4.0

People

Requirements &
Assessments

Do you have an individual or group in your
organization that is responsible for security?

MAST4.0

People

Training &
Awareness

Does a security awareness program exist at
your organization?

MAST4.0

Business Risk
Profile

Business Risk
Profile

Business Risk
Profile

Business Risk
Profile

Business Risk
Profile

Business Risk
Profile

Does your organization has risk responsible
agreement with the third-party software
vendor?
Do external partners or customers connect
directly to your organization's internal, backend systems for the purposes of data access,
record updates, or other information
manipulation?
Do you rely on third-party software
development partners to support businessservice offerings?

MAST4.0
(Ghosh and
Swaminatha
2001)
MAST4.0

MAST4.0

MAST4.0

MAST4.0

MAST4.0

MAST4.0

Table 2 questions of risk assessment

Table 2 consist of four columns AreaName, CategoryName, Question Text and reference, this table
classify the questions to four main risk assess area. AoAs: Areas of Analysis which are infrastructure,
applications, operations, and people. Microsoft (2006) and it was used by next section -a framework
of risk management in m-commerce projects.
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3.3.6.
Risk management in M-Commerce
Projects.
In this section, a framework of risk management in m-commerce projects was presented, this
framework based on above literature reviews, on the one hand, it based on the risk management
theories on the other hand , it also consider about the m-commerce’s features of the project. It will
be improved in the next chapter.

Figure 16 A framework of risk management in m-commerce project

As Figure16 show that the framework divided four columns risks come from, risk factors, effect area,
failures, the idea of this framework demonstrated that the risk mainly from two parts literatures and
empirical findings and the risk factors effect 5 areas Infrastructure, Applications, Operations, People
and m-commerce and these 5 effects areas resulted in 4 project failures: process failures, expectation
failures, integration failures and communication failures.
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4. Evaluation of Framework
This chapter presents the empirical findings aim to evaluate the framework of risk management in
m-commerce projects. It also displays background information of m-commerce in Trollhättan and
workshop. The study considers risk management strategic, and risk factors link to good governance,
risk application, risk aspects from information technology as well as the user operation behaviours.

4.1. Case Introduction:M-Commerce Project in
Trollhättan
The project aims to create a m-commerce sample in Trollhättan for implementation of market
applications in M-commerce. The project will develop and verify IT-based concept for M-commerce.
The starting point is two priority applications in Trollhättan. Trollhättan city energy and University
West was the first two units to implement it for testing and verification. The innovative character of
the project requires an explicit strategy for collaboration with research and development is done in
close cooperation with IT companies and the various target groups. The project results will be
visualized and communicated as well as practical applications for the region's municipalities and
businesses that share knowledge with researchers at Gothenburg University, IT University and
Halmstad University. The goal is to project through innovation networks and start-ups will build
knowledge and skills in relevant areas of M-Commerce regional development.

4.1.1.

Background of Case

Trollhättan, Västra Götaland in front of a challenging about economic growth. Conversion of both
the Enterprise, change the industry’s strategies is necessary. To seize the opportunities for innovative
initiatives for regional development and growth business unit in Trollhättan conducted a preliminary
study to identify potential growth markets and business areas. One obvious such area is MCommerce.
As I discussed in chapter 3, m-commerce is a new area which has good growth, furthermore, Mcommerce as part of E-commerce that takes place cell phone, rather than PC. The interesting thing
about M-commerce is the reliance on new technology, new groups and new business areas. There are
other words space to Trollhättan to position them and build generalizable knowledge with new,
innovative forms of cooperation between city, industry and University West. Interest has accordingly
been studied in detail in a few user groups in Trollhättan. The first is the 11000 students at University
West, as well as the 23 000 subscribers of Trollhättan Energy.
After SAAB bankrupted, Trollhättan, Västra Götaland meet a big challenging of growth.
Transformation of growth strategies is necessary. To seize the opportunities for innovative initiatives
for regional development and growth business unit in Trollhättan conducted a preliminary study to
identify potential growth markets and business areas. One obvious such area is M-Commerce(Snis
2012).
University West profile area of work-integrated learning and research in IT (innovative use of IT) will
take the sub-project "M-commerce Trollhättan".

4.1.2.

Purpose of the Case

The purpose of the project arena (based in Trollhättan) for imitation of M-commerce market
applications can be combined taken at three points:
• to build skills and experience to further implement-mentation on stakeholder home markets;
• diversification and development of knowledge and research in the area;
• to identify specific market areas of use that is operator orientation cash and with space relevance.
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To achieve high relevance and applicability of the results of the project requires the project include a
number of key interoperability players containing important user groups. To study new techniques in
new situations of use - often called user-driven innovation - requires an innovative collaboration
between user groupings, researchers and IT companies. Cooperation grouping consists initially of
Trollhättan City, Trollhättan Energy, University West, Connecta and Payex.

4.2.

Data Collection

4.2.1.

Data Collection strategy

When it comes to risk management of m-commerce, it cannot avoid to concern about which phase
the project process on. According to the figure 15 m-commerce project life cycle I discussed above,
the m-commerce project in Trollhättan was at the solution selection phase, in this phase, I need to
select one suitable solution for the m-commerce project in Trollhättan. As the author presented
before, how to ensure the m-commerce project will be implement successfully, author will follow the
risk management process figure 13 to implement risk management. According to figure 13, the first
stages are known risk, there are several steps author stated before, and it has meetings, interviews,
structure questionnaires for the data collection and introduction. And all the risk management phase
and goal based on the stakeholder’s expectation and this project goal.


Stakeholders in M-Commerce projects

First of all, during the known risk phase, it supposed to held meeting and interviews to let the
stakeholders have the risk awareness and then, to held a brain storm workshop to known the
requirements from different stakeholders, as described in chapter 3, the stakeholders and users
related to this phase need to be classified.

Figure 17 Architecture of mobile system source:(DUAN Lian 2010)

As DUAN Lian (2010) stated, the architecture of mobile system as show in figure 17, it consists of the
following five parts
• Customer terminal devices – those that run a browser or a customized m-business application, e.g.,
phone, personal digital assistant (PDA) and communicator.
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• Servers and Data centres – Application service provider running the server side of an m-business
system on behalf of the merchant. The data centres are at the heart of this architecture. It
orchestrates m-business transactions that are issued by the customer terminal devices, issues
shipping requests to the suppliers and charges credit cards, etc. The data centre typically consists of
a cluster of server computers running the server side of the m-business system, maintaining
transaction information in some databases.
• Security authority – provides security certificates and signs transactions, etc.
• Exchange authority – allows the data centres to check credit card information, to charge customers
for their purchases and to transfer funds to the suppliers.
• Merchant – that is supplier of merchandise.
According to the architecture DUAN Lian presented, the key roles can be described as merchant,
customer and the system administrator.

Figure 18 Architecture of m-commerce in Trollhättan

As Figure 18 shows that the m-commerce project in Trollhättan consists of three roles: the customer,
merchant and Payex the m-commerce platform vendor. Hence the participator of the m-commerce
project in Trollhättan in this case-restaurant in University west can be classified as four groups:
restaurant customer-students and teacher, the merchant- restaurant, organization –university west
and platform vendor- Payex.

4.2.2.

Questionnaire design and distribution

Preliminary design of the questionnaire is based on the literature research and the groups defined in
the previous section, combined with the specific circumstances of this study formed. By reading a lot
of important related documents of risk management in m-commerce, organize the students, the
organization-university west, restaurant owner and the vendor-Payex as individual interviews
prepare for the next evaluation use.
Survey involving a total of 5 indicators
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Area Name
Applications

Applications

Applications

Applications

Category Name
Application Design

Data Storage &
Communications

Deployment and Use

Deployment and Use

Applications

M-Commerce

Applications

M-Commerce

Applications

M-Commerce

Applications

M-Commerce

Applications

M-Commerce

Applications

M-Commerce

Infrastructure

Authentication

Infrastructure

Applications

Infrastructure

Management and
Monitoring

M-Commerce

Perimeter Defense

Infrastructure

Perimeter Defense

Infrastructure

Perimeter Defense

Question Text
Do key applications in
your environment
record messages in log
files for analysis and
auditing purpose.es?
Do key applications
encrypt sensitive and
business critical data
that they process?
Have PayEx
consultants/vendors
developed any of the
key applications
deployed in your
environment?
Does the PayEx vendor
provide regular software
upgrades, security
patches, and
documentation on
security mechanisms? (is
it still supported)
Does mobile application
protect man-in-themiddle attack?
Does mobile application
protect inject malicious
code?
Does mobile application
protect Denial of series
(DOS) attacks ?
Does mobile application
has the function to
protect malicious SMS?
Does mobile application
possbile against the
disaster such as power
cut off unpredictably?
Do you install any antivirues to your mobile
device?
Does network have
authentication function
used for remote access
by users:
Does your organization
have policies and
procedures for reporting
security issues or
incidents?
Does mobile application
support muti-Mobile
operation system such
as window mobile, MAC,
Android etc?
Does your organization
use firewalls or other
network-level access
controls at network
borders to protect
corporate resources?
Is remote access to the
company's network
available?
Are anti-virus solutions
implemented in the
environment?
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Owner

Yes

UW
x
PE
X
PE
X

PE
X
PE
PE
PE
PE

X
X
X
X

PE
X
EU
UW/P
E

X

X

PL
X
PE
X
UW
X
UW
UW

X
X

No

I don’t
know

Comme
nts
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Operations

Backup and Recovery

Operations

Backup and Recovery

Operations

Backup and Recovery

Operations

Environment

Operations

Environment

Operations

Environment

Requirements &
Assessments

People

People

Training & Awareness

Business Risk Profile

Business Risk Profile

Business Risk Profile

Business Risk Profile

Business Risk Profile

Business Risk Profile

Does the organization
take measures to
protect the information
contained within logs?
Is critical and sensitive
data backed up on a
regular basis?
Do policies exist for
regular testing of backup
and restore procedures?
Are these policies
documented?
Has the organization
defined service level
agreements as part of
the contracts with the
service providers that
management has been
outsourced to?
Is the firewall tested
regularly to ensure it
performs as expected?
Does your organization
maintain Disaster
Recovery and Business
Resumption Plans?
Do you have an
individual or group in
your organization that is
responsible for security?
Does a security
awareness program exist
at your organization?
Does your organization
has risk responsible
agreement with the
third-party software
vendor?
Do external partners or
customers connect
directly to your
organization's internal,
back-end systems for
the purposes of data
access, record updates,
or other information
manipulation?
Do you rely on thirdparty software
development partners
to support businessservice offerings?

UW
X
UW/P
E

X

PE
X

PL
X
UW

X

PL
X
PL
X
PL

X

MC

x

UW

x

PL

x

Table 3 Questionnaire of risk management in m-commerce project

Note: UW: University West PE: Payex vendor EU: End user MC: Merchant PL: Project Leader

As tables 3 shows that this table divided as 8 columns Areas Name: the area which risk management
analysis, Category name: is the sub class of risk, Question text: the question context, and the answer
columns, yes, no, I don’t and commends for the answer to provide some commends. This table’s
data will be used in the next chapter.

4.2.3.

Scenarios in brainstorm workshop

During the workshop, aim to understand risks of the m-commerce case well for every participator, I
discussed based on the scenarios.
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Scenario1-Theft
The first risk scenario of the m-commerce is the theft. It is obviously that the risk of loss is going to
be greater for m0bile devices on the move than for systems problem compare to the PC user. What’s
more, it is common to known that loss is more likelihood when the mobile device is used in public
places, thus there are more and more risk of data exposure for devices that are not properly
protected. Last but not least, since the fashion and easy to use of the mobile device, it was become
more smaller than before, but it also was prone to being lost as well, misplaced and forgotten they
are likely to be occurred. Indeed, as Furnell (2009, p. 22) stated that companies on average admitting
to losing 5% of their mobile devices per year. Mobile devices (particularly laptops and the latest
phone handsets) have an undoubted attraction for thieves. For example, according to the British
Transport Police, phone theft accounts for 45% of overall theft on the London Underground.
Scenario2-Forgoten
For the forgotten scenario, I can imagine the case like that people hurry to catch a train, an
important meeting by taxi or paying the fare in somewhere, it probably get flustered and was
distracted in this kind of situation. That increased the chances to leave the mobile device. That’s
means we were likely make a mistake to leave the mobile device in cab, taxi or somewhere during
this time.
Scenario3-Free connection
With the development of wireless, there is different wireless connection technology to support mobile
device such as GSM, 3G, WiFi and Bluetooth or infrared communication.
Take WiFi as example. There is HVOPEN the free access in University west, every student and
teacher in university have account to access into. If the student’s mobile device is connection with
the free network of HVOPEN, it usually can find you are in the network with a variety of other
devices, it’s easy to scan for open access points and find the mobile device in public places. That’s
means the data transit over an untrusted network and it possibly to be steal from the network
owner.
Scenario4-Data safety for business
Nowadays, more and more people prefer to use mobile device for work. For example, the time
schedule, PPT and other relevant work files. The fact that a lost or stolen device which include the
user works for ABC organisation and regularly websites he visited could still have| possibly impact on
the ABC organisation if it was disclosed. On the other hand, if people personal data such as
appointments being synchronised into company schedules, moreover, their personal files would
backup into companies backup-server.
Scenario5- Anti-virus
Anti-virus is not a stranger word for the PC user, but it was still in mobile device, do you install antivirus software in your mobile device? The answer among the most of the mobile device user is no.
hence, how to protect your operation system on your mobile device? From different perspective,
mobile device’s system is not a full version compare with the PC. The functionality is limited.
Scenario6- Money transfer broken
This scenario happened during the payment, there are many reasons lead to break down the mobilepayment, for example, the battery of the mobile device is run out I mean the power is cut-off during
the payment, the thing accrued, maybe when you enter into your PIN code to complete the payment,
or the network disconnect when you pay by mobile.
Scenario7-Finger slip
Mobile device normally become more and more smaller, the smaller the mobile device are, the more
mistake occurred, sometimes, people found that they could not key in the right thing they want,
hence, when they use mobile for payment, enter into the wrong price.
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4.2.4.

Interview with stakeholder

As I discussed above in previous sections, risk management should relevance to the expectation of the
stakeholders
Asset name

Asset Classification (High, Medium,
or Low Business Impact)

The owner of merchant

HBI

For each asset complete the following:
Problem
Area

What You Are
Afraid of or Are
Trying to Avoid:

How It May
Happen:
(Vulnerabilities)

Exposur
e Level
(H,M,L)

Current Controls
Description

Proba
bility
(H,M,
L)

H

agreement with the
vendor

H

(Threats)
Business Loss by unpredicted
Risk
crash of the mobile
Profile
payment machine

Power cut-off
unpredicted

Business Long queue of the
Risk
payment
Profile

The functions of
mobile payment
is not suitable

Bugs of the
mobile payment
application

updates the application
on time
M

Not yet

M

defect of function
design
Table 4 Interview table source:(Microsoft 2006)

As Table 4 shows the mean of questions related to the owner of merchant. It is easy to find out the
issues which the owner pointed out relevance to the business risk profile area in terms of the risk
area analysis I discussed in previous chapter. The mean of the first issue is to descript the loss when
it occurred to the unpredicted crash such as power cut-off occasionally. It is regard as a high level
risk during this interview. The current solution for this issue, on the one hand, the owner has
agreement with the third-party software vendor, on the other hand, update the application regularly
in order to reduce the application bug. Second issue is an essential problem for the restaurant
business - long payment queue, it is identified as middle levels because of it belong to the design
defect, m-commerce application should consider about the expectation of the stakeholder. Suitable
application of mobile commerce can increase the benefits of stakeholder.
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4.3.

Data Analysis

This chapter aims to present the analysis based on the previous results of data collection. According
to the literature review about the risk analysis tools, comparing these tools, I finally consider to end
up with choosing Microsoft Security Assessment Tool(Microsoft 2006) because of in the one side, it
is common know that IT industry changing fast much less the mobile technology but Microsoft as
one biggest it company have a lots of users over the world. MSAT based on the empirical data from
their user and updated every day, therefore, it should be more trustful than others, in the other side,
Microsoft kindly provide it for free. Take these two into account; hence, it is suitable to this project.

4.3.1.

Determine the risk level & priors risk

The following areas based on the literature and empirical finding from workshop and interview. The
Assessment Detail and Prioritized Action List sections of table6 also come from the literature search,
findings, and recommendations.
High Priority






Medium Priority

Remote-Access
Users
Third-party
independent
software vendor
(ISV)
Vulnerabilities
Administrative Users






Patch Management
Physical Security
Wireless
Security
Assessments

Low Priority






Backup
Anti-virus Desktops
Password Policies Administrator
Account
Password Policies User Account

Table 5 risk priority level (Microsoft 2006)

According to the Table 5 shows that I divided the risk factors to three level, High priority, medium
priority and low priority based on Microsoft Security Assessment Tool. I held a workshop with the
key persons of the project to discuss about how to classify the risks of the m-commerce in
Trollhättan to these three levels.

4.3.2.

Areas of Analysis

The aim of this section was to explain the importance to risk management and the reason of the area
which analysis above. It included high-level analysis in each area and relevance to security. Microsoft
(2006) summarized the explanations of risk area as follows
Business Risk Profile
The area of business risk profile presents the nature of the business affects risk is more important in
determining where to apply resources in order to help mitigate those risks. It presents the critical
areas of business risk relevance to the security budget.
Infrastructure- Perimeter Defence
Perimeter defines is more relevance to security at network borders, it descripted the potential risks in
internal network connects to the internet.
Infrastructure- Authentication
Authentication presents a general idea about the users and administrators think about unauthorized
access to the network through the use of local or remote attacks.
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Infrastructure- Management & Monitoring
Management, monitoring, and proper logging are critical risk factors to IT environments.
Applications- Deployment & Use
The deployment of Business-critical applications in production has to be security and availability.
Applications- Data Storage & Communications
Integrity and confidentiality of data play a vital role for any business. Data loss or theft can hurt an
organization's revenue as well as reputation.
Applications – M-Commerce
M-commerce different from other traditional risk factors, it presented several special perspectives in
terms of the mobile platform features. Improvement of mobile defence technology can limit the
organization’s exposure to risk.
Operations- Environment
The security of an organization is based on the operational procedures, processes and guidelines that
are applied to the environment. They can enhance the security level of an organization. The necessary
environment documentation and guidelines are critical to the operation team's ability to support and
maintain the security of the environment.
Operations - Backup and Recovery
The necessary data backup and recovery are important to maintain business continuity in the special
case such as a disaster or hardware/software failure. Lack of appropriate backup and recovery
procedures could give rise to significant loss of data and productivity.
People- Requirements & Assessments
Security requirements are supposed to be understood by all decision-makers because of both their
technical and business decisions enhance security rather than conflict with it. Regular assessments
can help a company review, evaluate, and identify areas for improvement.
People- Training & Awareness
Aware of how security applies to employee’s daily job activities so that they do not inadvertently
expose their company to greater risks.
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4.3.3.

Quantify the risk level

Figure 19 Quantify risk level source: (Schwalbe 2011)

As figure 19 Quantify risk level show that there are two dimensions, one for impact perspective,
another is probability , both two main facts relate to the risk management from low to high,
additionally, the impact rating ranges divided three levels low from 0-3, medium from 4-6, and high
from 7-10, hence the quantify risk level can be descripted like the matrix in figure 19 and I can clearly
saw that the overall score consist of low 0-19 identified green colour in the matrix , medium 20-40
displayed as yellow, high 41-100 was red in the matrix. This matrix would be used next section aim
to quantify assess the risk factors.

4.3.4.

Issue Tree of risk factors

Consulting firms usually use a causal mapping tool called an issue tree analysis. This approach helps
break down an issue into its major causes in terms of analysis problems. The method often puts the
main issue on the left and then disaggregates the sub issue on the right. As FRIGA (2002) stated that
An issue tree is the evolved cousin of the logic tree. It can be used for simplifying a hierarchical
grouping of elements; every issue generated by a framework will likely be reducible to sub issues.
Figure 20 shows a simple issue tree of risk factors in m-commerce projects that “explode” the risk
factors into a set of sub-issues that form the structure for a assessing m-commerce project’s risk.
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Figure 20 Issue tree of the m-commerce projects

I would like to use the issue tree analysis approach to quantify and assess the risk in m-commerce
projects. First, according to the risk classification I discussed before give the average rang percentage
to each. Like the figure 20 presented there are five main risk areas in m-commerce project, hence
every risk area was assigned 20% and then, the sub factors of every risk area used the same way to
give the average rang to every risk sub classification. Therefore, every risk factors node on the Figure
20 issue tree map has their values. Since every case of m-commerce project has their own main risk
problem area, in order to specify this issue tree, the next stage, I would have a meeting with the
project leader to discuss, which risk area did the m-commerce project in Trollhanttan emphasize on
and give the suitable range percentage to every risk factors.
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Figure 21 Issue tree about the risk map of m-commerce in Trollhantan project

Figure 21 shows the risk area’s percentage of each sub-class risk factors. According to the assess
process I discussed in previous chapter, in this section, I had a meeting with the project leader of mcommerce project in Trollhättan in order to work out the reasonable percentage for each risk factors.

4.4.

Result of Analysis: Proposal of the Case

This section is based on the analysis of the empirical data in terms of the report which generated by
MSAT(Microsoft 2006) . A statistically significant proposal of risk management in m-commerce
project in Trollhättan was provided, it considered according to five main risk areas -Business risk
profile, Infrastructure, Applications, Operations, and People.
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Risk assessment results
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Figure 22 Risk assessment results

Figure 22 shows that the results of risk assessement provide a general picture about the risk situation
of the m-commerce project in Trollhanttan. It presented the score of every risk area assessment in
terms of the questionnaire I designed in the chapter 5. As figure 22 show that generally speaking the
score of this assessment is good but it still has some problems among the finds such as business risk
profile and operations area. The author discussed it in the next sections.

4.4.1.

Infrastructure

Infrastructure security network should be how it works, it must support the business
process (internal or external), how to build and deploy the host, network management and
maintenance. High-level infrastructure security can help provide significant improvements in the
areas of network defence, incident response, network availability, and fault analysis. An organization
can identify areas of risk and can design methods of threat mitigation is based on establishing a
sound infrastructure design that is understood and followed. The assessment reviews efficiently
procedures that an organization can follow to help mitigate infrastructure risk by focusing on the
following areas of infrastructure security:


Perimeter defence — Firewall Rules and Filters

The firewall is the first line of the definition of mechanisms and should be placed in the location of
all network perimeters. Firewall rules for implementation, it should be very strict host set on the
basis of services by host and service. When creating firewall rules and router ACLs (Access Control
List), focused on the first protection access control devices and firewalls are the first line of the
definition of mechanisms and should be placed in the location of all network perimeter. The location
of all network perimeter firewall rules implementation. Firewall rules for implementation should be
highly restricted host of hosts and services, service settings. Create firewall rules and router ACLs
(Access Control List), first focus on the protection of access control devices and networks from
attack.
Findings
The answers of questionnaire indicated that firewalls are deployed.
Recommendations
Continue deploying firewalls or other network-level access controls at each office location, and
frequently test and verify that all firewalls are working properly. It should to make firewall policy to
review the old rules of the regular pruning. Inbound and outbound access control rules, and consider
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the implementation of the export filter to prevent unwanted outbound connections. Limit internal
user’s direct access to the DMZ segment, because it is unlikely that they will work with the host
computer resides in the DMZ on a regular basis.


Perimeter defence — Anti-virus

It is supposed to deploy anti-virus solutions, both the server and desktop level environment.
Deployment of specialized anti-virus solutions should be done well in specific IT service, such as file
server’s scanner, content screening tools, data upload and download scanner. Configure anti-virus
resolve the virus-scanning programs to enter and leave the environment. Key file on the server, it
should to implement the anti-virus solutions, and then expanded to the e-mail, database and Web
server. For desktop and notebook computer anti-virus solutions should be included in the default
compilation environment. If you are using Microsoft Exchange, the use of additional anti-virus and
content filtering, it is at the mailbox level.
Findings
The survey has indicated that perimeter hosts have anti-virus software installed.
Recommendations
Consider deploying an anti-virus solution to critical file servers initially and then to e-mail, database,
and web servers. If the platform based on Microsoft Exchange, consider using the additional antivirus and content-filtering capabilities at the mailbox level.


Perimeter defence — Remote Access

The workstation is a defence in any environment, especially if remote users and roaming users to
connect to the environment. Such as personal firewall, anti-virus, remote access software tools should
be present on all workstations configured correctly. Implement a policy requiring the periodic review
of these tools, to ensure they are configured to reflect changes in the applications and services being
used, but while still maintaining the anti-attack of the workstation.
Findings
Remote access to the company's network is available.
Recommendations
Treating your wireless network as untrusted and requiring users to use VPN or similar technologies
to connect to corporate resources is the best solution to maintain data integrity, but does not
prevent unauthorized users from connecting. Consider using WPA authentication and MAC address
restrictions in order to limit access to authorized users.


Management and Monitoring-Incident Reporting & Response

Procedures of the Institute’s report and respond to security incidents, issues and concerns are
essential to the risk management. Design an emergency response team, including from several
disciplines, including technology, human resources, to respond to the legal representatives of all
security incidents and issues. Consider implementing a complete incident response procedure,
including incident response team to curb management, event correlation and analysis, incident
response procedures.
Findings
As the survey show that university west has policies and procedures for reporting security issues or
incidents.
Recommendations
Continually improve policies and procedures for reporting security issues because of it essential to
the risk management. It provides the possibility to reduce the potential risk.
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4.4.2.

Applications

The purpose of this section is to thorough understanding of the application's security, solid
understanding of the underlying application architecture, as well as the application's user base. The
only way can begin to be determined is the potential threat vectors.
Given the limited scope of this self-assessment, a complete analysis of application architecture and
thorough understanding of the user base is not possible. This assessment is meant to help the
stakeholder of m-commerce project in Trollhättan review applications within university west and
assess them from a security and availability standpoint. It examines technologies used within the
environment to help enhance defence-in-Depth. The assessment reviews the high level procedures an
organization can follow to help mitigate application risk by focusing on the following areas of
application security:


Applications- Deployment & Use

The third-party independent software vendor (ISV) one the one hand, they are supposed to provide
patches and upgrades for their application to user regularly. Furthermore, they need to explain the
aim of patches and any impact you may expect based on the functionality, configuration, or security
of the application being patched. On the other hand, the organization should be aware of any
configuration requirements necessary to ensure the highest level of security.
Findings
The survey indicated that the third-party independent software vendor – Payex has provided the
upgrade service to their customer regularly.
Recommendations
Continue to work with the third party application vendor to address all related application and
security issues in the deployed applications. When it comes to a patch is made available, thoroughly
test the patch in a lab environment before deploying it into production.


Applications design- Data Storage & Communications

The application is supposed to implement an authentication mechanism whose strength is
commensurate with requirements governing security of data or access to functionality. Sensitive data
should be encrypted or hashed in the database and file system. The application should differentiate
between data that is sensitive to disclosure and must be encrypted, data that is sensitive only to
tampering and for which a keyed hash value (HMAC) must be generated, and data that can be
irreversibly transformed (hashed) without loss of functionality (such as passwords). Furthermore, it
should be encrypted prior to transmission to other components. Verify that intermediate components
that handle the data in clear-text form, prior to transmission or subsequent to receipt, do not present
an undue threat to the data. The application should take advantage of authentication features
available within the transport security mechanism.
Log file data is important for incident and trend analysis as well as for auditing purposes.
Logging should be enabled across all applications in the environment. The applications should log
failed and successful authentication attempts, changes to application data including user accounts,
severe application errors, and failed and successful access to resources. What’s more,
when it comes to write log data, the application should avoid writing sensitive data to log files.
Findings
It indicates that there is authentication method currently being used for key applications and record
messages in log files for analysis and auditing purposes.
Recommendations
Consider logging changes to data in order to track malicious activity and encrypting sensitive data
fields in the database and in the file system using industry-standard algorithms
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Applications- M-Commerce

Different from the PC applications, the platform which M-commerce applications based on is not full
version of traditional operation platform. Furthermore, it is based on the connection technology such
as wireless, blue tooth or other relevant technology. It is more personal and lots of mobile device
trend to small easy to bring and finger control. Since this area is a new and fast growth industry,
hence, there is not a standard operation platform. For this moment, there are three main operation
platforms, Microsoft windows mobile, Google android, and MAC IOS, every vendor use their owner
standard. It is hard for the m-commerce application provider to develop a common application suit
to all mobile operation platforms.
Findings
It indicated that the m-commerce application which the third-party independent software vendor
provides the functionality to protect the attack technically. But for the anti-virus software, the
current user did not have the awareness to install.
Recommendations
On the one hand, the software vendor should continually to improve the security of their product.
On the other hand, it is time to enhance the risk awareness of the user to use protect software on
their mobile device such as anti-virus software.

4.4.3.

Operations

This area examines the business practices, processes and organizations, aim to help organization to
improve Defense-in-Depth. This assessment reviews the management system about the policies and
procedures, network documentation, the environment within the use of technology. It also includes
supporting activities required to the procedures used by the administrator and operator environment.
The assessment reviews high level procedures an organization can follow to help mitigate operations
risk by focusing on the following areas of operations security:


Backup and Recovery - Log Files, Backup, and Restore

The aim of Log files is to allow for recording all planned activity without overwriting entries. And it
is supposed to be reviewed regularly to ensure that suspicious or anomalous activity is identified. An
automated process should be set up to rotate log files on a daily basis and offload the logs to a
secure server within the management network. Review had better to include systems operation,
maintenance, and security. In order to enhance review capability, it should use event correlation
software and trend analysis.
Findings
The survey indicated that logs are written to a centralized log server.
Recommendations
I would like to suggest that logging to a centralized log server in order to make redundancy against
in case a production server is compromised.


Backup and Recovery -Disaster Recovery & Business Resumption Planning

There is lots of unpredicted situation, therefore, a disaster recovery plans become more and more
import to the organization, it should be developed, documented, implemented, and subjected to
periodic reviews, tests, and updates. Disaster Recovery and Business Resumption plans should be well
documented and up-to-date, aims to ensure recovery in an acceptable timeframe. Good plans
(including restore from backup for applications) need to be regularly tested for validation of
correctness and completeness. Business Continuity Plans should focus on the entire environment;
physical, technological, and staff.
Findings
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The interviewee responded that there is not maintains procedures for Disaster Recovery and Business
Resumption.
Recommendations
Maintain and test disaster recovery / business resumption plans is important to the risk management,
I would like suggest that to make a clearly procedures for Disaster Recovery and Business
Resumption and maintain regularly.


Environment – Third Party Relationships

According to business needs whatever self-management or outsourcing can be viable solutions. If the
management is outsourced, security requirements should be addressed in the contract, and servicelevel agreements (SLAs) used to enforce compliance with those requirements. To help reduce the risk
of exposure, formal policies and procedures should exist to govern relationships with third parties. Be
sure to continue having third-party assessments conducted at regular intervals.
Findings
The survey indicates that there is not contract with the third-party about the security and maintain.
Recommendations
One contract about the service with security and maintenance is suggested to make. It should be
clarify procedure of how to deal with the security issues and some agreement about service level in
this contract. The contract should include: 1.Level of connectivity and access 2.Data presentation and
manipulation 3.Roles and responsibilities (including authority) of each party 4. Management of the
relationship—setup, on-going, and termination

4.4.4.

People

This section of the assessment focuses on those processes within the enterprise governing corporate
security policies, Human Resources processes, and employee security awareness and training. The
People Area of Analysis also review how to deal with security as it relates to day-to-day operational
assignments and role definitions. The assessment help mitigate people risk by the following areas of
people security:


Requirements and Assessments — Security Requirements & Assessments

The organization determine the subject matter expertise, it needs to be involved in all security-related
discussions and decision-making. The strategy balances benefit of the protections and relevance cost;
it may include transfer or acceptance of risk as an option.
Findings
The answer’s response indicates that there is security team or individual that plays a significant role
in defining security requirements across the organization.
Recommendations
The security team is important to make security requirements mandatory across all initiatives that
involve technologies. Consider designating an individual with subject matter expertise in security to
be involved with defining security requirements across all the technologies used in the environment.


Training & Awareness — Security Awareness

Lots of practices show that a security awareness program can help people contribute to
organization’s overall security posture. People with the risk knowledgeable are the best source for
reporting security issues. A good awareness program should be a part of new employee orientation.
Updates and refresher courses should be conducted regularly to ensure all employees are aware of
the most current practices and risks.
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Findings
The survey indicated that university west have an individual or group responsible for security.
Recommendations
Continue ensuring that this project has a person or team responsible for security, and require that
this team be consulted before making changes to the computing environment.

4.4.5.

Business Risk Profile

Understanding how the nature of the business affects risk is important in determining where to
apply resources in order to help mitigate those risks. Recognizing critical areas of business risk will
help the organization to optimize allocation of security budget.
Findings
The survey indicated that university west have an individual or group responsible for security.
Recommendations
Continue ensuring that this project has a person or team responsible for security, and require that
this team be consulted before making changes to the computing environment.
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5. Conclusion
The purpose of this thesis was to answer the thesis questions: 1.What is the risk management method
to be used for m-commerce projects? 2. What is the potential usage of a framework for comparison
between general projects and m-commerce projects? Since M-Commerce is a new research area, even
though, there are existing risk management theories and the results from researcher in M-Commerce
area, but it has few documents to descript the risk management in m-commerce projects.
While most researchers were familiar with the concept of risk management with application in the
conceptual phase of a project life cycle and few results descripted the m-commerce projects, Risk
management of information system knowledge was widely used in the conceptual phase of a project
life cycle but mainly for selective domain such as web based application. However, a distinct lack of
integration of risk management in general project and m-commerce area was observed.
In order to answer the research questions, the author work out a new framework of risk
management in general m-commerce projects with the implementation of risk management in a
project life cycle, practically, through one case-m-commerce in Trollhättan to validate and improve
the framework by using deductive method in risk management and inductive way in mobile
commerce relevance theories combine author’s personal 10 years working experience in IT area.
Finally, a proposal of risk management in m-commerce project in Trollhättan was worked out; it is
intended to give project manager a snapshot of the overall security posture and the detailed findings
with recommendations. This proposal identifies the business risk of organization and the security
measures deployed to mitigate risk. The questionnaire has been developed to provide a high-level
security risk assessment of the technology, processes, and people that relate the project case.

5.1.

Further research

To draw a conclusion from this thesis, the author thinks that the management of risk in mcommerce projects needs to be a continuous improvement process. It is suggested that the gap
between risk management in general projects and m-commerce projects need to be concerned. A
new frame work of risk management in m-commerce projects was worked out and validated which
specially consider about the features of m-commerce such as Personalization: out of organizational
controls and oversight, Mobility: small device with limited battery, memory. Flexible: security
technology of wireless- authentication, protect the theft, etc. After applying this new framework in
m-commerce project in Trollhättan, we can clearly find out that the risk areas about applications,
infrastructure and people are quite good but for risk areas of the business risk profile and operations
still had some risk issues need to be concerned. It is no doubt that with the development of security
software, the risk management relevance to technology was improved well, however, the risk
management about the policies and procedures relate to the stakeholders become more and more
important for the risk management in m-commerce projects which include a multiplicity of
stakeholders, whose varying needs and threats needs to be constantly managed all through the
process. How to reduce the potential impacts of those risk factors, it is a good topic to worth
research constantly.
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7. Appendices
7.1.
Risk
management
steps

Appendix 1
(Freimut, Hartkopf et
al. 2001)

Risk definition √ Focus on the
stakeholder’s
expectations and
loss
Risk
monitoring

√ Expected results

Risk control

√

Risk control
planning

√ Based on
scenarios

Goal review

√ Goal definitions

Risk Analysis

√ scenarios

Risk
Assessment

(Clifford F. Gray
2006)

(Schwalbe 2011 CRAMM
, P. 427)

CORAS

√

√

√

√ In term of the work
shop

√ Focus on
threat and
vulnerability

√ In term of the
workshop

According to the
project

MSAT

√ Focus on
qualitative
√

Impact likelihood
of occurring
controllability

Risk response
development

√

Develop
contingency
plans

Risk repose
control

√

Monitor /change
management

√
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Estimation & evaluation

√ Focus on the
risk data
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Plan Risk
management

√

Initiation

√

Risk
calculation

√ There is a
risk matrix
with predefined value

introduction

√

High level
analysis

√

approval

√

Risk
treatment

√
√ Define

Conduct
support

Identify
Review
estimate

Implement
&control

√

Measurement

√

Table 6 the comparison of different risk management process
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